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LAUNCESTON HASH HOUSE HARRIERS
A DRINKING CLUB WITH
A RUNNING PROBLEM

RUN No 2165 4 Erika Crt Summerhill.: Hare Delly

One hump, the dependable Hash scribe
Non TITALATING READING
Run report for run 2165
Venue, the Lip Delly’s residence,
4 Erika Crt. Summerhill
Another cold overcast day in Launceston, we have a bit
of rain on and off
all afternoon. The
thick fog has
started to roll in,
one would think
we are running on
the Invermay
swamp not Summerhill. Delly has
the fire pot roaring.in an old
washing machine
bowl and plenty
of dry wood.

THE RUN GOES SOMETHING LIKE
THIS
Delly the Hare calls ON ON the
run starts in the lane way next
to Tiny Barbers old house., The
trail is on marked with yellow
spray painted arrows,
ON ON for those of you
who don’t know Tiny Barbers
house was at the top of the
street. Thumbs and Blakey lead
the pack out, through the laneway past Lobley’s house into the
Western Suburbs park. A quick
loop around the perimeter of
the park and we exit onto

Stanley St where we find our first check. The
fog certainly has rolled in thick, the air is so
saturated in water it may as well be raining.
The trail is picked up heading through the
park behind the doctor’s surgery. The run
continues for
about another kilometre where we
find the ON
HOME, this must
be shortest run in
history says Bugsy,
Goblet adds it
must be an old ON
HOME from a previous run. Hasher
check in all directions but cannot
find the trail. A

few Hashers
decide to head toward the Tudor Inn
to add a few extra kilometres to the
run. Returning from the Tudor the
trail is picked up in the northern end
of Stanley St. { we still do not know
how the trail got to Stanley St} The
trail heads up the steep section of
Outram St where we find the real ON
HOME sign. 500 metres later we are
back at Delly’s

ON ON:
The fog has not cleared as we return
to the ON site and it looks like it will
be with us all night. There is so much
moisture in the fog tonight, as the fog
settles on the leaves of the large gum
tree in Dellys back yard it drips off as
if it is raining Delly has moved our
bags under cover while we were out
on the run. The fire pot is keeping the
fog away from the barbecue area and
Delly has set the beer cooler up in the
garage for those Hasher who want to
keep away from the fog. The skulls
are out of the way and the barby is
fired up, another great night bought
to you by the committee that does
not give a flying f@ck. Next week we
are out Invermay in the swamp will it
be as foggy as Summerhill has been
tonight. A little fog will not deter a
true Hasher from having a good run
and a good ON ON.

One Humps Gossip Column
OTHER TASSIE HASH CLUB & RANDOM NEWS

And Hashers up dates
BALI Inter hash www.interhash2016.com
Goblet, and others Birthday Bash in Hobart 16 July
see attached Flyer
Early bird entries for the Ballart Gold Rush Nash
Hash have expired If you are going don’t forget to
register before it goes up even more. See attached
flyer.
Rainbow, at port headland Western Australia
One Hump, has told us he is travelling to Asia to
source more Porn as he has run out. No news or
porn from our Hash Scribe while he has been in Asia.
Camelot must be keeping a close eye on him. WHEN
DOSE HE RETURN ?, WHO CARES ?
Is Chewy back from the USA ??

The 2015 Committee The Committee that brings you less and don’t give a Flying “F”.
GM: Electric Eric JM: Dunnoim, Hash Cash: Pash, Monk: Bendover Trail Master: Two Bob, Horn: Sprocket, Lip: Delly Scribe:
One Hump, Web Wanker Bugsy, Hash Hops, Scary

Receding Hare Line
Tuesday 7th July Hare: Thumbs 171 Invermay Rd.
Tuesday 14th July Abba 44B Basin Rd.
Tuesday 4th August Fingers Rowland Cres Summerhill
More Hares required see this years Trail Master Two Bob before he nominates you to set a run or we will be back at 3 Wenlock
Way again.

LH4 Ph. 0408139601 (Magpie) http://www.lh4.com.au

LH4 Receding Hare Line
Thursday 9 th July Hare: XXX 266 St Leonards Rd
Joke of the Week
There was this not too bright farmer whose pigs were not reproducing. Since he wanted more pigs, he called a vet
and asked him what he should do. The vet told him he should try artificial insemination. Not wanting to appear stupid, the farmer answered "okay" and hung up the phone. Unclear on the meaning of artificial insemination, the
farmer decided it must mean he had to impregnate the pigs.>>>>> Not wanting anyone watching, he loaded them
all in his pickup truck, drove down to the woods and did them all.>>>>> The next day he called the vet again, and
asked how would he know if the pigs were pregnant. The vet told him the pigs would be laying down, rolling in the
mud. But when he looked out the window, none of them were laying down. So he loaded them into his pickup
again, drove them to the woods and did them all again.>>>>> To his dismay, they were still standing the next morning. So again, he loaded the pigs in his truck, drove them to the woods and did 'em all one more time. By the next
morning, the farmer was dead tired, so he asked his wife to look out the window and tell him what the pigs were
doing. >>>> She said, "Hmmm, that's weird, they're all in the truck and one of them is blowing the horn."
Yesterday scientists in the USA revealed that beer contains small traces of female hormones. To prove their theory
they fed 100 men 12 pints of beer and observed that 100% of them started talking nonsense and couldn't drive
The old New Zealander “Kiwi” was sitting in the bar sipping his beer, talking to a young man about life. The young man had asked Kiwi why he
was so gloomy and sad. >>>>" Ye see that fence out there? I built that
fence when I was a young man. Each stone, I dug out of the ground and
put it carefully in place, a true work of art that will last well beyond me.
But did anyone ever see me walk down the street and say 'There goes
Kiwi the stonemason.' ? No laddie, they never did.">>>> "And how 'bout
this very bar where we now sit. I handcrafted this bar, planed it so
smooth and applied the varnish. Truly a masterpiece for all to see. But
does anybody refer to me as Kiwi the carpenter or the master craftsman?
No laddie they don't.">>>> "And the mill, laddie, I been workin' at the
mill all my life, but do people call me Kiwi the miller? Never in my life."
>>>>The young man replied by asking what these things had to do with
the old man being so glum and Kiwi replied, "You do all those things and
nothing happens. But you f*ck one lousy sheep....."

Abba är inte långt
borta ledningen,
kom igen dig Aussie Hashers plocka
upp ditt spel

Footy Tipping
This weeks top tipster: Daffy picking 5 and closest to the
points margin
Goblet is still our on fire tipster

Raffle:
Bottle of Camel piss disguised as
wine: Two Bob
Box of fishing tackle: Delly
Six pack Boags: Goblet
Bottle of red wine: The G.M

Skulls:
A well prepared Hasher went to Kuzza’s birthday party last week, knowing he had to walk home he
took a torch with him so he could find his way home. Several hours later and many stubbies of Boags
later this Hasher could not find his torch let alone his way home. Up you get Delly for a double skull as
you are also our Hare tonight.
New shoes ! One would think a seasoned Hasher would not wear new shoes to a Hash run. A certain
Hasher who drives for Metro found a pair of gay running shoes [most likely stolen] on the back seat of
the Rocherlea bus. As no one claimed them they are now his. Up you get Hash Pash.

